The employment of path entangled multiphoton states enables measurement of phase with enhanced precision. It is common practice to demonstrate the unique properties of such quantum states by measuring super-resolving oscillations in the coincidence rate of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Similar oscillations, however, have also been demonstrated in various configurations using classical light only; making it unclear what, if any, are the classical limits of this phenomenon. Here we derive a classical bound for the visibility of super-resolving oscillations in a Mach-Zehnder. This provides an easy to apply, fundamental test of non-classicality. We apply this test to experimental multiphoton coincidence measurements obtained using photon number resolving detectors. Mach-Zehnder super-resolution is found to be a highly distinctive quantum effect. Recently, there has been a surge of interest in path entangled two-mode states of the form |N ::
(|N, 0 a,b + |0, N a,b ) known as NOON states [11] . In such states, all N photons acquire phase as a collective entity thus enabling phase super-sensitivity [11] and sub-wavelength lithography [12] . A number of experimental implementations of NOON states exist to date [13] [14] [15] [16] . In these experiments the high NOON state fidelity was demonstrated by measuring a sinusoidally varying N photon coincidence rate with a reduced period corresponding to a wavelength λ/N . Such behavior, coined 'phase super-resolution' [11] is generally accepted as a signature of NOON states. However, it has been shown that similar measurements exhibiting high visibility super-resolution can be obtained using classical light only. This has been demonstrated using multiport linear interferometers with coincidence counting [17] or in a scheme for nonlinear sub-Rayleigh lithography [18, 19] .
It is therefore natural to ask whether super-resolution can be used at all as a direct, non-ambiguous test for non-classicality. Here we answer this question in the affirmative. We consider a Mach-Zehnder geometry similar to the one employed in the initial proposal for quantum lithography [12] and subsequently used in all NOON state generation experiments (see Fig. 1 ). We show that for any classical state with a positive-definite well behaved Glauber-Sudarshan P representation [25] , there is a strict upper limit for the visibility of super-resolving fringes. The bound is derived analytically for arbitrary coincidences with m, n photons in the two output ports respectively. We apply the bound to experimental multiphoton coincidences obtained using both classical and quantum light. The classical results are found to approach the bound from below. For the quantum case, we employ NOON states obtained in an experiment we have recently reported [15] and a violation of the classical bound with states of up to five photons is demonstrated.
Derivation.-Consider a balanced Mach-Zehnder Interferometer (MZI) whose input modes are denoted a, b (see Fig. 1 ). The coincidence rate with m, n photons in detectors D 1 , D 2 respectively is denoted C m,n (ϕ) where the total number of photons is N = n+m. When employing a NOON state input, C m,n exhibits perfect sinusoidal fringes of the form C m,n (ϕ) ∝ 1 + cos(N ϕ − δ) where δ = 0, π depending on the values of m, n. This pattern exhibits N -fold phase super-resolution with 100% visibility. Our goal is to derive a simple unambiguous criterion based on the visibility of C m,n for distinguishing between quantum and classical input states. To this end, consider the Fourier series of an arbitrary coincidence function,
We are interested in the visibility of the N -fold oscillations, |A N /A 0 |, which will be referred to as the N -fold visibility. For pure sinusoidal oscillations with a constant background the N -fold visibility coincides with the conventional definition of visibility. Considering the N -fold visibility allows application of this bound to situations in which the measured coincidence has contributions oscillating at a number of different frequencies (see [15] for example). The m, n coincidence rate for a MZI is given by [24] ,
whereÛ (ϕ) is a unitary operator describing the MZI [23] ,ρ a,b = |ψ a,b ψ| is the input state density ma- [24] . For the present derivation we consider ideal photon number resolving detectors implyingπ 1 n =π 2 n = |n n|. First, we derive the N -fold visibility for an input state of the form |ψ a,b = |α |0 a,b . Here, |α is an arbitrary non-vacuum coherent state defined |α ≡
We denote the N -fold visibility for each photon number pair, m, n by Γ m,n cl . Using simple combinatorial considerations we obtain
We note that Γ m,n cl does not depend on the specific choice of α. In the following we prove that Γ m,n cl is, in fact, the largest N -fold visibility obtainable for an arbitrary classical input state. We now consider an input state consisting of two arbitrary coherent states |ψ a,b = |α |β a,b . We denote the N th fourier component of C m,n (ϕ) for this state by A α,β,m,n N . Using some straightforward but somewhat lengthy algebra it can be shown that for such an input state the N -fold visibility is always bounded by Γ m,n cl i.e. (4)) as a function of N = m + n. For each N , the bound is shown for two choices of m, n: (i) m, n = ⌊N/2⌋, ⌈N/2⌉ i.e. the detection events are divided as equally as possible between D1 and D2 (see Fig. 1 ), (ii) m, n = N, 0 i.e. all N photons are detected in D1 and zero are detected in D2. For a given N , the classically obtainable visibility for case (i) is always higher than for case (ii). However, for both cases Γ m,n cl decays exponentially with N .
Finally, we prove the bound holds for general classical inputs of the formρ
2 αd 2 β with a positive-definite, well behaved P function P (α, β) a,b . These are precisely the quantum mechanical states which posses classical analogues [25] . Formally the N -fold visibility is a functional of P which we denote V m,n [P (α, β)]. The bound ensues from the following inequalities,
using the positive definiteness of P and Eq. (5). Note that A α,β,m,n 0 is positive by definition. This completes the proof and the main result of this letter.
The bound, Γ m,n cl , is plotted in Fig. 2 for a selection of m, n pairs. In addition, the numerical values for N ≤ 5 are given in Table I . The function Γ m,n cl decays exponentially with N = m + n. However, for a given N the obtainable visibility is much higher when the photons are distributed equally (or almost equally for odd N ) between the two output modes. Interestingly, our result for pairs of the form N, 0 coincide with those obtained by Bentley and Boyd [18, 19] in a proposal for subwavelength lithography using classical light thus showing their scheme reaches the classical bound.
We note that although the derivation uses a single spatial and spectral mode, its generalization to multi- and n 'clicks' in D2 for various values of m, n (see Fig 1) . The total number of photons m + n is denoted by N . The input state is |ψ a,b = |α |0 a,b where |α is a coherent state. The solid lines are obtained using an analytical model of the detector POVM's accounting for cross-talk, dark counts and losses [22] . Error bars are smaller than the displayed markers. ple modes is straightforward [25] and does not alter the final result. We have implicitly assumed the use of broadband detectors such as those typically employed for single photon detection. If one allows use of narrow-band multiphoton detection (such as atomic two photon absorption) and appropriate engineering of the input state then higher visibilities may be obtained [26, 27] . The classical visibility limits of multiphoton interferences have been previously discussed [28, 29] . However, these analyses were limited to input states with randomly fluctuating phases and considered the standard rather than N -fold visibility which in our case can always be 100% (as seen experimentally in Fig. 3) . We point out that phase sensitivity beyond the standard quantum limit (known as phase super-sensitivity) is a distinct quantum effect and can be exploited for quantum noise reduction. However, it cannot be inferred directly from the visibility and requires additional knowledge about the efficiency [17, 21] , making it much less straightforward as a test for non-classicality. The sensitivity criterion is also typically harder to beat experimentally than the present bound.
Experimental results.-We now demonstrate the applicability of the bound using experiments done in both the classical and quantum regimes. In the classical case, the bound is approached from below by using a MZI with a coherent state input of the form |ψ a,b = |α |0 a,b . The MZI is implemented in a polarization based geometry as shown in Fig. 1b . We measured experimental multiphoton coincidences using two multi-pixel photon number resolving detectors [22] . The coincidence sweeps are shown in Fig. 3a-d . For a given N it is readily observable that the features are widest when the photons are all detected in one output. It is therefore not surprising that the visibility bound is lowest in this case. The N -fold visibility was obtained by fitting the experimental curves to a Fourier series of the form in Eq. (1) truncated at k = N . For a given N , the fit was applied to N copies of the data shifted by 0, 2π
N and superimposed (see Fig.  3e-f) . This eliminates the lower frequencies without affecting the N -fold visibility thus improving the accuracy of the numerical fit. Although in this case the slowly oscillating terms were eliminated in post-processing, it can be shown that for any value of m, n there exists a classical input state which yields a coincidence rate of the form C m,n (ϕ) ∝ 1 + Γ m,n cl cos(N ϕ + δ) i.e. pure N -fold oscillations with a constant background. The experimentally obtained visibilities are shown in Fig. 4iii (blue bars) . The measured visibility is lower than the classical bound for all m, n as predicted. We note that limited overall efficiency doesn't affect the classically obtainable visibility since coherent states are transformed to coherent states by loss [30] . Additional experimental imperfections such as cross-talk and dark-counts only serve to reduce the N -fold visibility. Thus, the bound is expected to hold for raw experimental data and doesn't require compensation for detector imperfections.
Surpassing the bound requires use of non-classical light. To demonstrate this we use path-entangled multiphoton states with high NOON state fidelity that we (ii) Experimental visibilities obtained with NOON states using non-classical light [15] . All the visibilities violate the classical bound (except 4, 0 which was not measured and 1, 1 which cannot be surpassed). Error bars indicate ±σ statistical uncertainty. (iii) Experimental visibilities obtained using classical inputs (error bars are negligible). The experimental visibilities were obtained from the coincidence measurements in Fig. 3 . These visibilities are lower than the classical bound as expected, the discrepancy being mainly due to the cross-talk between detector pixels.
have recently reported [15] . Briefly, the experimental geometry was similar to the one used in Fig. 1 , however one of the inputs was non-classical resulting in a highly entangled state in modes c, d of the MZI. The visibilities, obtained from raw data, are in violation of the classical bound. This verifies the quantum nature of the results and demonstrates the feasibility of surpassing the classical bound for a wide range of photon numbers in a realistic experimental setting, see Fig. 4ii (red bars) .
Conclusion.-We have derived a simple, practical test for non-classicality using MZI coincidence measurements and demonstrated its use. The quantity of interest is the visibility of N -fold oscillations in the N photon coincidence rate. The classical bound on this quantity drops exponentially to zero with the total photon number N while the quantum limit remains constant. This makes it an excellent indicator of non-classicality. It can be shown that only the NOON component of a given state in the MZI contributes to the N -fold oscillatory term. Thus, our results reflect the fact that the NOON state overlap resulting from any classical input state becomes exceedingly low as N grows. We expect this result to serve as a benchmark in future experimental demonstrations of super-resolution.
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